
Floor  C leaner  Heavy Duty   is  a  h igh 
performance, liquid cleaner designed to cut 
tough grease & oil on food service kitchen floors 
and other areas. It can be used on daily basis with 
machine or mop. It has special formulation that 
maintains high gloss on floor. Suitable for marble, 
granite, tile, concrete floors. Being a neutral 
cleaner it does not dull the polish of the floor.

FLOOR CLEANER
HEAVY DUTY

Description 

Areas of Application
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Floor Cleaner Heavy Duty is a concentrated oil 
stain remover. This is a citrus fragrant product 
which does not contain any harmful chemical, is 
ideal for the quick and effective cleaning of 
Kitchen counter top and floors.

Technical Data

pH:   7 +/-1
Dilution:  20-40ml/12Ltrs of water

The information above reflects our latest 
technical know-how and is the outcome of 
ongoing laboratory research and testing. 
However, some factors are beyond our 
control. It is essential to integrate our 
suggest ions wi th your  own on-s i te 
preliminary tests and check. Surie Polex 
accepts no liability for improper use of its 
products.
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Disclaimer

MADE IN INDIA

Storage & Shelf Life

Shelf Life: 2 years
Storage:   Keep the container tightly closed 
  and  store in a cool, dry place.

Packaging & Color 

Packaging: Available in 1Ltr & 5Ltr
Color: Brown colour

1. Dilute the Floor Cleaner Heavy Duty with
 water in the ratio of 20 ml cleaner to 12
 liters of water.
2. The floor can be mopped with a wet
 cotton mop and a wringer trolley or it can
 be scrubbed with a floor scrubbing brush.
3. Double the concentration if the floor is
 very dirty.
4. Do not dilute or mix with other products.

Instruction for Use

Maintenance

•  Stubborn dirt should be cleaned off with  
Surie Polex floor cleaner neutral.


